Mazda and VIRTUE rethink the traditional car review
through the eyes of next generation designers
‘The Design Review’ celebrates the launch of the MX-30, Mazda’s first all-electric
vehicle, through the lens of design

HERO Video
November 13, 2020 -- Celebrating the release of its first all-electric vehicle, Mazda invited
future-forward product designers to review the MX-30. Mazda appointed VIRTUE, the
agency born from VICE, to get design-savvy people excited about their electric car and see
Mazda as the car manufacturer that leads in design thinking.
The MX-30 brings Mazda's vision for future mobility to life. A vision that is based on a
'human modern' approach to design, setting itself apart from the futuristic aesthetics that
inform most electric vehicles to date.
In The Design Review, product designers Rachel Griffin and Wisse Trooster explore the
Mazda MX-30, unpack its most distinctive design elements, and discuss their own views on
future design. This campaign reinvents the traditional review by a car expert. Instead of
judging the car's features using technical language, the two designers look at the MX-30 as
a sustainability-driven embodiment of Mazda's Kodo design philosophy - born from timeless
Japanese principles of craftsmanship and minimalism.
"Kodo is about creating cars that embody the dynamic beauty of life – cars that visually
suggest different expressions of this energy.” says J o Stenuit, European Design Director at
Mazda. “We see the new Mazda MX-30 as a key opportunity to spark the interest of the
design-savvy and start building a relationship. The team at VIRTUE has cleverly used

cultural insights and passion points to create a campaign that speaks the language of our
desired audience.”
Abigail Persico, Strategy Director Western Europe at VIRTUE says: “With Mazda’s first
all-electric vehicle, we saw an opportunity to connect with design-savvy people in their
language and open up a larger conversation about the ways in which design contributes to
how we curate our lifestyle. There is no doubt that Kodo resonates with the aspirations of
next-gen drivers looking to adopt an uncluttered and future-conscious lifestyle. We are
incredibly proud to partner with Mazda as their philosophy speaks to today's Zeitgeist of
living.”
The campaign, launching across Europe, consists of a hero film with the designers' review,
and a series of photographs highlighting the aesthetics of the MX-30. The assets were
conceived mainly for digital channels (of Mazda, the designers, and partner sites) to reach
the target audience where they get their inspiration.
This campaign is the first project of a longer-term partnership between Mazda and Virtue to
help the brand engage in culturally relevant storytelling to build consumer engagement
across Europe.
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ABOUT VIRTUE

Virtue is the creative agency born from VICE. With presence in 21 countries, Virtue crafts
campaigns, platforms, and IP for some of the most important brands on the planet. Using
proprietary tools, access, and intelligence, Virtue finds new ways for brands to matter to the
world through an entertainment-centric approach that plunges its hooks into audiences’
subconscious and refuses to let go.
Virtue is behind the award winning work Q the Genderless Voice, Carlings adDRESS the
Future, Weedmaps’ Museum of Weed, and Dove’s Dear Future Dads.
ABOUT MAZDA MOTOR EUROPE
Mazda Motor Europe, in conjunction with Mazda Logistics Europe & Mazda Research
Europe, develops strategies, concepts and processes that successfully position Mazda in
Europe. From the European headquarter located on the banks of the river Rhine in
Leverkusen, Germany, Mazda Motor Europe coordinates the operations of all National Sales
Companies and independent distributors in more than 30 countries. Founded in 1989, the
roots in Europe go even back further, to 1967, when Mazda began full-scale exports to the
continent. An international team of more than 200 employees work closely with the other
European entities and the parent company in Japan, to ensure flawless operations.
Mazda MX-30 eSkyactiv: WLTP electricity consumption (combined) 19 kWh/100km; WLTP CO2 emissions (combined) 0 g/km.
Vehicles are homologated in accordance with the type approval procedure WLTP (Regulation (EU) 1151 / 2017; Regulation
(EU) 2007/715). NEDC electricity consumption (combined) 17.3kWh/100km; NEDC CO2 emissions (combined) 0g/km. To
provide comparability the referred values are NEDC-values determined in line with Implementation Regulation (EU) 1153 /
2017.

